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TESTIMONY to the Insurance and Real Estate Committee   

March 17, 2022  
  

Re: Support for SB-416, An Act Promoting Competition in Contracts Between Health Carriers and 

Health Care Providers 

Ellen Andrews, PhD, Executive Director  

 
Thank you for the opportunity to express the CT Health Policy Project’s strong support for SB-416. One 
of the main drivers of Connecticut’s rising healthcare costs is consolidation in the healthcare market, 
making health coverage increasingly unaffordable for consumers, employers, and businesses. Since 
1999, the CT Health Policy Project has worked to expand access to high quality, affordable healthcare 
for every state resident. We are a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization that advocates by providing 
detailed analysis of policy options to improve the health of our state. 

Healthcare consolidation is complex and it’s getting worse. Connecticut’s hospital markets are among 
the most consolidated in the US. There is also growing concentration in Connecticut’s physician 
market. A recent study found that the percent of physicians affiliated with large health systems grew in 
every area of the state between 2016 and 2018. 

The trend toward consolidation is accelerating because of the pressures and economics caused by the 
pandemic, but the trend began years before COVID. Small practices and independent hospitals have 
difficulty affording the resources to comply with administrative burdens of payment and delivery 
reforms and are not large enough to take on the financial risks of new payment models. Consolidation 
is an unintended, but not unforeseen, consequence of payer and government encouragement of 
Accountable Care Organization formation. 

There is overwhelming evidence that provider consolidation drives up prices for healthcare without 
improving quality. A legislative forum last September included experts on the impact of consolidation 
and other concerns. According to Katherine Gudicksen of The Source on Healthcare Price and 
Competition at UC Hastings Law, studies have found that hospital mergers increase prices by 20 to 
44%, reduce wage growth for nurses, and have little or negative impact on quality.  Mergers of 
hospitals with other entities raise physician prices by 14% and raise clinic prices by 32 to 47%, with 
minimal or no impact on quality. 

The higher costs caused by consolidation are then passed onto consumers in higher premiums, lost 
wages, higher taxes, and more cost sharing. In addition, mergers limit consumer choice of providers 
and payers’ levers to choose better quality for their members.  
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https://healthcostinstitute.org/hcci-originals/hmi-interactive#HMI-Summary-Report-Current-Spending
https://cthealthpolicy.org/index.php/2021/01/06/more-physicians-joining-large-health-systems-across-ct/
https://cthealthpolicy.org/index.php/2021/01/06/more-physicians-joining-large-health-systems-across-ct/
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/10.1377/hlthaff.2020.00812
http://c-hit.org/2021/02/04/medical-practices-become-another-pandemic-casualty/
https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20200728.592180/full/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14756773/2020/55/S3
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/14756773/2020/55/S3
https://ctnewsjunkie.com/2021/09/28/op-ed-legislators-hear-how-ri-saved-2-hospitals-from-private-equity-other-solutions-to-high-insurance-premiums/
https://www.cga.ct.gov/ins/related/20210924_Consolidation,%20Private%20Equity%20and%20Drug%20Prices%20in%20Health%20Care%20Cost/Gudiksen%20CT%20Legislative%20Briefing.pdf
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Consolidation also harms stressed hospital clinical staff working in unsafe and understaffed conditions, 
who have no place else to work. The Federal Trade Commission recently intervened in a Rhode Island 
merger citing this concern and the hospitals abandoned the proposed merger. 

While Connecticut has adopted some measures to promote competition in the marketplace, it isn’t 
enough. Two lawsuits have been filed so far this year against Hartford Healthcare for anti-competitive 
behavior. A class action suit was filed last month on behalf of consumers who pay more for healthcare 
and insurance because of anti-competitive action, and St. Francis Hospital filed suit in January claiming 
anti-competitive practices intended to put that hospital out of business. 

State regulation of mergers isn’t working. The Office of Health Strategy’s CON process is supposed to 
“improve access to and quality of health care services and contain costs by fostering a competitive 
environment in the health care market.” However, they seem more interested in approving CON 
applications. From July 2016 through last August, of the 74 CON decisions, OHS approved all but three. 
The conditions that are placed on OHS merger approvals allow the applicant health system to choose 
their own monitor and, in any event, are often not enforced by OHS. 

A study published in Health Affairs in January, found that Connecticut is among the three best states 
with the most robust CON laws. However, market concentration in states with robust laws like ours 
grew just as fast as the rest of the nation between 2010 and 2019. In addition, healthcare prices are 
28% higher in states with robust laws. According to the study, the problem is that regulators haven’t 
used the legal tools available to attach and enforce conditions to mergers that preserve competition. 

We also cannot rely on litigation to ensure competitive markets. Litigation requires that attorneys 
know about anti-competitive mergers, require strong evidence of harm, are expensive, can take a 
decade or more, and only resolve the single case. The results of the two lawsuits against Hartford 
Healthcare will only apply to that system and will likely take years to decide.  

Connecticut’s healthcare market is already so consolidated that legislation and legislative oversight are 
needed to protect and encourage competition. There are legislative options to improve the 
competitiveness of Connecticut’s healthcare market. The most promising prohibit anti-competitive 
provider/payer contract clauses. We don’t have to wait for the federal government to act; these 
contracts are governed by state law. Other states have adopted these options and are lowering 
premiums.  

All-or-nothing clauses are used by health systems dominant in one market to leverage that clout to 
reduce competition across all their markets. With all-or-nothing clauses, a large health system requires 
that if insurers want to include a “must have” provider from one market they must contract with all 
their affiliated providers in other markets, regardless of quality or cost. Consequently, those providers 
in competitive markets can charge whatever they like. “Must have” providers are critical to building a 
sufficient panel that complies with government regulations because they are the only option in the 
area to comply with network adequacy laws. All-or-nothing contracts often include nondisclosure 
provisions,  so it is hard to connect them to market failures and higher prices. Nevada and 
Massachusetts prohibit all-or-nothing clauses for all (NV), or some plans (MA) and five other states are 
currently considering legislation.  

Anti-tiering or anti-steering clauses are used by dominant health systems requiring that they be 
placed in the least restrictive tier for consumer cost sharing, regardless of their quality or cost 
performance. Better provider tiers attract consumers with lower costs and are meant to reward 

https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/ftc-sues-block-rhode-island-hospital-merger/619091/
https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/ftc-sues-block-rhode-island-hospital-merger/619091/
https://ctnewsjunkie.com/2022/02/23/op-ed-class-action-against-hartford-healthcare-changes-the-landscape/
https://www.courant.com/politics/hc-biz-st-francis-sues-hartford-healthcare-20220112-dsr5mid2ingwnjoppxolutzbva-story.html
https://ctnewsjunkie.com/2022/01/13/op-ed-connecticuts-healthcare-market-regulation-is-broken/
https://portal.ct.gov/Malloy-Archive/Working-Groups/Certificate-of-Need-Taskforce#:~:text=The%20Governor's%20Certificate%20of%20Need,provide%20new%20services%2C%20change%20ownership%2C
https://portal.ct.gov/OHS/Pages/Certificate-of-Need/CON-Portal
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/10.1377/hlthaff.2021.00781?journalCode=hlthaff
https://2zele1bn0sl2i91io41niae1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Preventing-Anticompetitive-Contracting-Practices-in-Healthcare-Markets-FINAL.pdf
https://sourceonhealthcare.org/provider-contracts/
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provider groups who provide better quality or better prices. A recent study found members in 
Massachusetts plans with tiered networks had 5% lower costs than other plans. Another study found 
savings of 8 to 17% from tiered plans within three years. Connecticut’s state employee plan is now 
implementing tiers. Massachusetts, Nevada, and California restrict these contract provisions in law and 
lawsuits in California and North Carolina have restricted this practice. Five other states are currently 
considering this legislation. 

Exclusive contracting requires insurers to only contract for certain services from one network of 
providers, excluding any of their competitors. This can make it impossible for other payers to assemble 
an adequate network of providers. Hospitals often do this with specialty groups, i.e., anesthesiologists, 
radiologists, pathologists, ER physicians – so those providers can only provide services at one hospital. 
Some states have addressed these contract provisions under general regulation of trade laws. Nevada, 
New Hampshire, Minnesota, and Wisconsin have laws that prohibit exclusive contracting; New York 
law discourages the practice. 

In sum, Connecticut’s healthcare markets are increasingly consolidated and less competitive, driving up 
prices and premiums. This bill can level the playing field, support competition, lowering premiums and 
overall healthcare costs. I urge you to support SB-416. 

https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2016.1087
https://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/faculty/research/researchdetail?guid=ec51fffd-0d98-11e7-9872-0050569b3e41

